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Language & Culture



… WORD ASSOCIATION ...
Language & Cultureof

local, cuisine, clothes/fashion, history, 
art, belief(s), manners, lifestyles, 
weddings, festival, funerals, greetings



Language & Cultureof
(click 

this 
image 

to visit 
website)

https://relatedwords.org/relatedto/culture#:~:text=As%20you've%20probably%20noticed,philosophy%2C%20anthropology%2C%20and%20subculture.


Idioms with a Language Concept 

at a loss for words  1 
eat one's words  2 
in plain English  3 

it's all Greek to me  4 
mince one's words  5 

speak the same language  6 
talk is cheap  7 

A   talk but don’t say what you really feel
B   action is more important than speaking
C   so shocked that I can’t describe it
D   understand each other 
E   in a simple, easy to understand way
F   be proven wrong, esp. After being brash
G   it isn’t something I understand at all

IDIOMS MEANINGS



★ Describe a time that you were at a loss for words. Why?

★ Have you ever seen someone have to eat their words? What happened?

★ What’s something you always need explained to you in plain English?

★ What’s something you might exclaim “it's all Greek to me!” about?  

★ Do you think talk is cheap? In what parts of life?  

Choose 2 or 3 topics and 
TALK TO YOUR PARTNER...

5 minutes



Levels of Culture 

Images from 
Very Thai by 
Cornwel-Smith 
You can find 
book info here. 

http://www.verythai.com/


The word "culture" derives from a 
French term, which in turn derives 
from the Latin "colere," which means 
to tend to the earth and grow, or 
cultivation and nurture.



I’ve always had a voracious appetite for 
culture in the form of art, film, music, 
food, and more from beyond my own 
immediate surroundings...

I’ll be 42 years old next month. I moved to Thailand when I was 26 and made 
it my goal to understand and to what degree possible integrate into it. 



Thai Culture vs American Culture

  
Hierarchical   vs    Egalitarian 

  Communal     vs    Individualistic
  Conservative    vs   Liberal  
  Pacifistic     vs    Aggressive 
  Monocultural  vs    Multicultural 



Thai Culture vs American Culture?      (ELT vs. other subjects?)

  
Hierarchical   vs    Egalitarian 

  Communal     vs    Individualistic
  Conservative    vs   Liberal  
  Pacifistic     vs    Aggressive 
  Monocultural  vs    Multicultural 

classroomvclassroomv



Some Culture Shock Experiences

MATTHEW 
to Thailand... 

● Bathrooms too wet! 
● Restaurant service  
● Gifts for teacher?!?
● You’re lookin’ fat! 
● No, no, no “PDA”

APPLE to 
the USA...

● Bathrooms too dry!
● Black, white, rainbow
● 5 hours to family
● Not ordering together 
● A world of weather



What Shapes my Personal Culture of Teaching?



Can you identify 3 
distinct things that 
contribute you your 
personal teaching 
culture? 

When you’re ready, share 
ONE of your three here:

https://www.menti.com

CODE: 76 88 61 

https://www.menti.com


Old 

lady? 
Young 
woman?

We all view culture different. We can’t forget this. Being able 
to take different perspectives is crucial for understanding. 



Are you the 

“sage on the stage” 

Or the 

“guide on the side”?

Roles of the teacher. We likely need to shift between 
both of them as appropriate to context and function.



I found a handful of resource books on the topic of 
culture in an English Language Teaching context...



Our Main 
Activity

● Groups of 
+/- 3 ppl

● Everyone 
needs a 
handout

● Discuss 
and take 
notes

 We’ll share...





Answer key for 
task feedback 





Led by Matthew Noble, Ed.M TESOL
RMUTT Faculty of Liberal Arts

THANK YOU! :) 


